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Nepal Update
IN OCTOBER:
Nepal observed the festival of Dashain - the country's biggest
festival - during the month of October. For 15 days during Dashain,
Nepal was in a festive mood. Although Dashain is a Hindu faithbased festival, people of many different religions celebrate in their
own way too. Those celebrating Dashain usually worship the
goddess Durga, fly colorful kites, and visit relatives for blessings.

Kathmandu
Office
Update
The Festival Season!
The Nepal office closed for a week due to the Dashain holiday in
October. However, we coordinated and completed the
manufacturing of the steel trusses for the 1 of the 3 schools we are
building this year. The Kathmandu office also hosted many
different guests from various organizations and places around the
world and we shared information with them about dZi's work.
This month we celebrated Nirmala Rai's birthday and managed the
logistics for Solidarity's trek to the project area as well.

US Office Update
After a fairly quiet September, October was a full month of travel
and getting ready for the end of the year giving season. Michelle
spent several weeks in Nepal with our Kathmandu and field staff,
which was her first visit. It was a great trip and opportunity to
see our work first-hand as well as spend time with our staff there.
Jim attended Opportunity Collaboration in Mexico and made
some great connections in the nonprofit world.
Julia has been working with the Solidarity team to get the year
end brochure and appeals ready, while Ben prepared for the
Solidarity trek to our working area at the end of the month.

Updates from our Partner Communities
Construction Projects
Representatives from the Community Development Groups (CDGs)
formed in Dobhane and Phedi attended trainings on group
management and proposal writing skills. The participants visited our
existing communities during their residential training session. Each
CDG will be submitting their individual proposals for starter projects
by second week of November.
For the rest of our construction projects, community members have
collected enough local construction materials. We are currently in the
process of purchasing the external materials since the first
installment of the project budget was recently released. We have also
completed the awareness orientations for community members in
Bung and we expect to begin cook stove construction in November.
CDG from Phedi meets to
decide on their starter project

Agriculture Program
This month we distributed Farmer Record Sheets to over 1,500
farmers and collected income records based on those sheets. We
distributed nearly 1,600kg of garlic seeds and 193 pieces of drums,
sprinklers and other tools to farmers.
In addition, we hosted a garlic cultivation training for 109 farmers,
maize seed selection training for 133 farmers, potato seed selection
training for 25 farmers, and a chilly seed selection training for 6
farmers. Thirty-four farmers learned about group management skills
and 118 farmers learned how to make organic pesticides.

Farmers from Rakha after receiving their record sheets and sprayers

Gratitude for Dali Krishna Poudel
Dali Krishna Poudel was our most
senior agriculture technician. After 7
years of service at dZi and pioneering
our agriculture program in 6 out of 9
communities, he decided to resign to
pursue his own personal projects.
We want to thank Dali Krishna for his
contribution to our agriculture
program and making it what it is
today. We are grateful that he has
been a mentor to our agriculture
team and established a solid
foundation for organic cultivation in
the program. We are really sad to see
him go and will greatly miss him and
his work.

Thank you so much Dali Krishna Dai!

Up Next in November!
Quarterly review meeting and finalization of alumni fund projects.
Finalization of starter projects for Phedi and Dobhane.
Tihar Holiday from November 7th to 9th.
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Almost a success!
We have been experimenting with 13 varieties of fruit crops in our
working communities to see if they can adapt to their surroundings.
In past 4 years we have seen 3 crops fail to survive in this climate.
But this season, against all odds, the first batch of kiwi
plants fruited! The kiwi plants and kiwi fruit look healthy and it
seems like they will be feasible in this environment. However, we
may still need to wait one more season be sure of their success.
Meanwhile, we will collect samples of the fruit and test their quality
in Kathmandu.
There is still a ways to go, but we are almost there.

Thank you for reading!

As always, we'd love to hear from you.
Please send any comments, feedback, or
questions you'd like explained in
the October report to me at
rupak@dzi.org

